
 

District Art Resources for Irving & Coppell (Week of Oct. 12 to Oct. 16) 

     Mrs. P. Hill 

PK – 2nd Grade: Emoji Self-Portraits 

Resource:  Emoji movie clip:    https://youtu.be/1Pk2FQUbnm0?t=77 

 

                                    

 

                                                                                    

                        

MATERIALS: pencil, paper, ruler, eraser, markers or crayons, small bowl 

Activity Instructions:  

1.  GET a bowl and trace a circle in the middle of a sheet of paper.   

2.  VIEW emoji’s above/online to get ideas for one you think best expresses your feelings. 

 

How are you feeling right 

now about going back to 

school?  (It could be just 

one feeling or many 

feelings.) 

 

What emotion or feeling is 

expressed in this famous 

painting: “The Scream” by 

Edvard Munch?   

Watch this short clip from the “Emoji Movie”.  Notice how many facial expressions 

“Gene” (the main emoji) can make!  

https://youtu.be/1Pk2FQUbnm0?t=77


 

3.  USE a pencil to draw the facial features on your emoji.   

4.  OUTLINE it in black and color it in yellow. 

5.  USE a ruler (or straight edge) to create a one-inch border inside the edges of your paper and draw 

features to make it look like a iPad screen:  home button, speaker hole, etc. 

6.  WRITE words that describe your emoji/feelings in the frame around your picture. 

7.  FILL IN the background/wallpaper behind your emoji with colorful designs or patterns.   

8.  SNAP a photo of your work and SEND it in to your art teacher!! 

 

TEKS:  3.2A, 4.2A, 5.2A:  Integrate ideas from life experiences in creating original works of art.  

 3.4A, 4.4A, 5.4A:  Examine the elements of art and principles of design, general intent, and expressive qualities of artworks 

of self and peers, and of both historical and contemporary artists.   

ELPS:  1F:  Use accessible language and learn new and essential language in the process. 

Cambridge Standard:  Develop the skills needed to express creative ideas and to communicate visually. 

 

 

3rd-5th Grade: Tate Art Lab 

Resource: https://www.tate.org.uk/kids/games-quizzes/art-lab 

Activity Instructions: Take a moment to list as many jobs as you can think of that are related to art. How many 

could you come up with?  

Follow the link above to go to the TATE Museum’s Art Lab activity. This interactive online game will help you 

explore one of the many careers in the world of art besides being an artist! See if how high of a score you can 

get. 

***This game requires Adobe Flash Player to work, so make sure that Flash Player is enabled on your 

computer*** 

 

TEKS: 

 Compare career and avocational opportunities in art [6.3.C] 

 Identify career and avocational choices in art [7.3.C] 

 Survey career and avocational opportunities in art [8.3.C] 

ELPS: 

 Use context (e.g., cause and effect or compare and contrast organizational text structures) to determine 

or clarify the meaning of unfamiliar or multiple meaning words. [6.2B] 

Cambridge Standard: 

 The role of art, craft, and design is compared across local and global cultures and across historical 

periods including the present. 

 

 

https://www.tate.org.uk/kids/games-quizzes/art-lab


 

6th -8th Grade:   Color Me Happy Digital Self Portrait   

 Resource:      https://pixlr.com/ 

 

Activity Instructions:   

1. Take a picture of yourself preferably a portrait from chest to top of head. 
2. Go to pixlr.com click on the button that says “playful pixlr X”. 
3. Then open your picture.  
4. Use the different filter tools on your left. 
5. On your right are your layers double click on the lock to unlock them. 
6. Open another image add it as a new layer, you can layer one image on top of the other. 
7. You can crop the new image and move it around. Even add filters to the image. 
8. You can grab the new layer drag and drop it on top or below your portrait image. 
9. Save or screenshot your image and email to your Art Teacher!! 

--- Students learn how to create art digitally broadening their skills using a variety of different digital 
platforms that are comparable to Adobe Photoshop. 

--- Students learn spatial arrangement understanding good composition in a picture plane. 

TEKS: 

* illustrate ideas from direct observation, imagination, and personal experience and from experiences at school and community events.[1.A] 

  

 
* define a variety of concepts directly related to the art elements and principles, using vocabulary accurately.[1.B] 

  

 
* create artworks integrating themes found through direct observation, personal experiences, and imagination.[2.A] 

  

 
* apply design skills to communicate effectively ideas and thoughts in everyday life.[2.B] 

  

 
* analyze ways in which electronic media / technologies have influenced art.[3.A] 

  

 

ELPS:       

 * 1.A Use prior knowledge and experiences to understand meanings in English 

Cambridge Standard:   develop the skills needed to express creative ideas and to communicate visually. 

 

https://pixlr.com/


 

 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


